Recent specifications such as WS-Management and WS-Distributed Management have stressed the importance of management of resources and services andpropose methods towards querying Web Services to gather the meta-data associated with these services. Management often entails system setup, querying system metadata, manipulation ofsystem parameters at runtime and taking actions based on the system parameters to tune system performance.
Introduction
Many applications require filtering of data before they can process the data. These data filtering applications are often deployed statically while the data is transferred using files. Each application reads data from one or more inptut files and creates one or more output files which are then transferred to the next application. An obvious disadvantage of this solution is the inefficient utilization of space (for storing temporary data) and time (for getting the entire data processed); a feature not desired in real-time applications. Real-time applications require data processing and results in realtime and usually employ data streaming to achieve high perfonnance. In a world where every data source is potentially distributed, filtering this data to suit the needs of a particular application at run-time is a challenge and is usually addressed by employing distributed data processing.
Applications which generate or work on huge data sets such as Audio / Video applications and earthquake modeling in critical infrastructure systems require data filters to reduce the size of data to achieve high performance. Data filtering may also be employed to rearrange data in a specific format before data processing can begin. With the growing complexity of systems, the management of these systems has increased in importance. We view system management in two parts namely (1) Deployment of system components (2) Querying dynamic system meta-data for anomalies and changing the parameters of the system to improve the performance of the system. To address the issues of system management and rapid deployment of distributed services for real-time processing, we introduce the HPSearch system. HPSearch helps us to setup distributed service applications and manage the data streams using a high performance messaging substrate, NaradaBrokering (Refer Section 1.1). HPSearch takes the view that a stream of data can be broken into small messages and thus data transfer can be made using messaging. HPSearch also presents interfaces to quickly create data filtering applications or create pluggable components from existing applications and expose them as a Web Service. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We continue the discussion below with an introduction to the NaradaBrokering system. Section 2 describes the HPSearch architecture. Section 3 introduces our test application and illustrates how we can use the scripting interface to setup the system and deploy the application. Section 4 presents related work. In sections 5 and 6 we outline future work and conclusions respectively.
NaradaBrokering
NaradaBrokering [1, 2, 3] The Runnable interface is used to create data filtering applications that can be steered by simple SOAP requests to the Web Service. This interface gives more control over the steering of the service and is useful for developing data processing applications that read a block of data, process this data and send out the results repeatedly. The Wrapped interface is used to wrap existing applications (For e.g., executables, Perl / Matlab scripts). This interface provides lesser degree of control on the steering and is limited to starting and stopping the service only. The WSProxy also wraps data input and output streams. WSProxy views input and output URI as topics to which it subscribes on behalf of the service. Furthermore as events are delivered to the WSProxy by the brokering system, the WSProxy buffers this data which then constitutes the input stream for the application. Similarly, when the application writes data out, the data is packed in events and sent to the brokering system which is then routed to its next destination. Thus the processing code is just presented with the input and output streams and the actual data streams are handled transparently. The WSProxy also contains a component called StreamProxy that helps to negotiate ideal transport characteristics whenever possible. We present below a proposed architecture of the StreamProxy and discuss how it can help in optimizing transport characteristics for high performance data transfer.
Data Stream Negotiation
Recent specifications such as WS-Transfer [11] The test application setup is shown in Figure 4 . Using the WSProxy interfaces, we wrapped the GPS data filter, the RDAHMM application and the Matlab script. The WSProxy wrapper manages the data streams on behalf of the wrapped services. In order to quickly compose the above application we also make use of the HPSearch's administrative
functions. An important functionality is deploying brokers and the links between them for rapid application deployment. For our test application we used three brokers in a linear fashion as shown in Figure 4 . The NaradaBrokering messaging middleware provides us with a host of features such as reliable delivery, multicasting, message level security and a variety of transport protocols such as RTP, UDP and TCP. Depending on the requirements of a particular application, we can use different protocol for every data stream link using flexible negotiation as discussed in Section 2.4. The stream negotiation is important since it would allow us to use the most optimal transport suited to a particular application to achieve processing in realtime or near real-time.
For our test data, we simulated a sensor data source that outputs the date, time and the observed values. Since the RDAHMM application requires only the observed values, we install a filter (which is again a WSProxy based Runnable filter that reads each observation, extracts the relevant information and send the output to the RDAHMM application). The RDAHMM process is executed on these observations and the results sent to the visualization service which creates a graph by combining the results and observations.
The HPSearch Script
The HPSearch shell provides a suite of host-objects to construct the data flow application and execute it. The initialization works as follows. First we deploy a virtual broker network (shown by circles in Figure 4) . A partial script to achieve the same is shown below [20] . Our approach uses Javascript to manage the NaradaBrokering system and also deploy applications in a Service-Oriented architecture. By binding URIs to the scripting language we can access a variety of resources by creating handlers to the specific URIs. This allows us to combine disparate resources and compose them into a distributed application.
Future Work
The HPSearch system presented above is our initial approach towards building a scripting interface for management of system, streams and services. However with the increasing complexity of applications, the management of metadata associated with the system becomes increasingly complex and important [21] . 
Conclusion
In this paper we presented HPSearch, a scripting interface towards management of the NaradaBrokering system and deployed services. We believe that the scripting interface to NaradaBrokering would make it easier to setup and manage the NaradaBrokering system at runtime. Further we can quickly create data filtering applications and rapidly deploy them using NaradaBrokering as the messaging substrate.
